
Four Plows in One

HYDRAULIC IMPACT PROTECTION  
When a blade wing strikes an immovable object, the 
hydraulic impact protection system allows the blade to 
"give", protecting the wing, plow and truck from damage. 

TRIP-EDGE DESIGN & POLY CUTTING EDGES  
Hidden obstacles are a given. With the FISHER trip-edge 
system, only the edge trips, keeping the blade upright and 
plowed snow in front of the blade. The XLS wings feature 
poly cutting edges for added trip protection. 

STRUCTURALLY REINFORCED SLIDE BOX 
Hydraulic wing extensions slide laterally across 
the structurally reinforced slide box. The tough 
construction of this channel provides excellent torsional 
blade strength and prevents distortion under heavy 
loads.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES  
Rubber Deflector  |  Shoe Kit

8' RETRACTED STRAIGHT BLADE  
Perfect for transport and for narrow access areas,  
such as drive-through lanes or tight windrowing areas. 

10' EXPANDED STRAIGHT BLADE  
Take wider passes in larger, wide-open spaces.

WINDROW LEFT / RIGHT  
Use the full blade with minimal spillover for  
reduced cleanup time.

8' 10" SCOOP 
Carry more snow straight ahead and while  
angling around corners.
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When you have a plow that does it all, there’s no need for backup. Make no mistake, the XLS™ snowplow 
is the only expandable plow with independent wing control and trip edge protection. Since the wings aren’t 
fixed-forward, you can cast snow farther when windrowing by opening the trailing wing. Retract or expand the 
wings in 8' to 10' straight blade mode, and back drag up tight to buildings, no shovels required. Carry large 
quantities of snow in the scoop position, and even angle the blade in scoop to carry snow around corners with 
minimal spill off. With the XLS snowplow from FISHER,® you can get done up to 30% faster. No backup required.

NO BACKUP
REQUIRED
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